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COMPACTIFYING THE RELATIVE PICARD FUNCTOR OVER
DEGENERATIONS OF VARIETIES
ATOSHI CHOWDHURY
Abstract. Over a family of varieties with singular special fiber, the relative
Picard functor (i.e. the moduli space of line bundles) may fail to be com-
pact. We propose a stability condition for line bundles on reducible varieties
that is aimed at compactifying it. This stability condition generalizes the no-
tion of ‘balanced multidegree’ used by Caporaso in compactifying the relative
Picard functor over families of curves. Unlike the latter, it is defined ‘asymp-
totically’; an important theme of this paper is that although line bundles on
higher-dimensional varieties are more complicated than those on curves, their
behavior in terms of stability asymptotically approaches that of line bundles
on curves.
Using this definition of stability, we prove that over a one-parameter family
of varieties having smooth total space, any line bundle on the generic fiber can
be extended to a unique semistable line bundle on the (possibly reducible) spe-
cial fiber, provided the special fiber is not too complicated in a combinatorial
sense.
1. Introduction
1.1. Overview of problem. This paper addresses the problem of compactifying
the relative Picard functor—the functor parametrizing line bundles—over families
of varieties in which some fibers may be singular. This problem has been studied
extensively for curves and somewhat sporadically for higher-dimensional varieties
(see Section 1.2 for some references). Here we consider it for varieties of arbitrary
dimension.
There are two obstacles that may prevent the relative Picard functor from being
proper. First, over a family of varieties whose special fiber is singular, the space
of line bundles may not be closed: it may not be possible to extend a given line
bundle on the generic fiber to a line bundle on the special fiber. Second, the space
may not be separated: a line bundle on the generic fiber may have more than one
extension to the special fiber.
We study the second obstacle, nonseparatedness, in the following situation: let
X → S be a one-parameter family of varieties whose total space is smooth, and
whose special fiber X may be reducible (with simple normal crossings singularities).
Over such a family, as explained in Section 2 below, the nonseparatedness of the
relative Picard functor arises precisely from the reducibility of the special fiber
X ; in particular, if X is reducible, then any line bundle on the generic fiber has
infinitely many extensions to X .
To correct this, we propose a stability condition for line bundles on possibly
reducible varieties (Definition 3.1.5). The upshot of our main results (Theorems
4.1.4 and 6.0.1) is the following (stated more precisely later as Theorem 6.0.3):
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Theorem. Assume the dual graph of X (appropriately defined) is a tree, and the
canonical bundle of X is nonzero in a suitable sense (for example, either ample
or anti-ample). Then any line bundle on the generic fiber of X can be extended to
a semistable line bundle on X. Generically there is a unique such extension; in
special cases there may be more than one, but never more than 2n−1, where n is
the number of irreducible components of X.
A similar result for Type II K3 surfaces is proved in the forthcoming note [4].
1.2. Background and context. Over families of curves, a number of compacti-
fications of the relative Picard scheme and of moduli spaces of higher-rank vector
bundles have been constructed (e.g. [12], [3], [5], [14], [11], [15]). In the higher-
dimensional setting, [2] constructs compactified Picard schemes for families of irre-
ducible varieties; there is also work on compactifying moduli spaces of higher-rank
vector bundles on single smooth surfaces rather than over degenerations (e.g. [8],
[10], [16], [9]), which is thematically related to our situation in that nonseparated-
ness arises over vector bundles of rank at least 2 in much the same way as it does
over reducible varieties in a family.
The stability condition we define generalizes the one that appears in Caporaso’s
compactification (using geometric invariant theory) of the universal Picard variety
over the moduli space of stable curves [3]. In that compactification, the fiber
over a given stable curve X parametrizes semistable line bundles (in Caporaso’s
terminology, line bundles of balanced multidegree) on certain semistable models (the
so-called quasistable models) of X . Our stability condition is aimed at producing
similar compactifications over moduli spaces of higher-dimensional varieties.
More precisely: to compactify the relative Picard functor, one must overcome
the first obstacle to properness mentioned above (that a line bundle on the generic
fiber of a family of varieties may have no limit over the special fiber). There are two
natural approaches to this. One approach (used e.g. in [14] and [5]) is to construct
a space whose fiber over a given singular variety X parametrizes a broader class
of sheaves (not necessarily locally free) on X . The other (used in [3]) is to let the
fiber over X parametrize line bundles on modifications of X .
The results of this paper are intended to be applied in a construction using the
second approach. Specifically, suppose X→ S is a one-parameter family of varieties
with singular special fiber X and singular total space. Then, given a line bundle
on the generic fiber of X (which may have no line bundle extensions to X), one can
always construct a desingularization X′ → X and then extend the line bundle to a
line bundle on the special fiber X ′ of X′. Now our results can be applied over X′
to count how many such extensions are semistable.
Remark 1.2.1. Our ultimate hope is to use Theorem 6.0.3 to show that certain
moduli spaces of semistable line bundles are proper (or at least ‘weakly proper’, in
the sense of [1]). There is, however, considerable work to be done before this can be
achieved. The reason is indicated in the preceding paragraph: there are infinitely
many distinct models X ′ of X coming from desingularizations of the original family
X and its base changes. A moduli space parametrizing line bundles on the fibers
of X must (a priori) include line bundles on all of these models, if the first obstacle
to properness (nonexistence of limits) is to be prevented. But such a moduli space
fails to be of finite type over the base.
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In the curve case, it turns out that a proper moduli space can be constructed
using only a finite set of modifications – namely, the set of quasistable models –
of each X ([3], [6]). The generalization of this fact to higher dimension (via an
appropriate generalization of the notion of quasistable curves) is the subject of
ongoing joint work of the author and Eduardo Esteves.
1.3. Outline of paper. In Section 2 we examine the problem of extending line
bundles over nonsingular one-parameter families of varieties and formulate the spe-
cific question that the rest of the paper will answer (Question 2.0.3).
In Section 3 we introduce a stability condition for line bundles on possibly re-
ducible varieties (Definition 3.1.5) and prove a useful identity related to it (Propo-
sition 3.3.1).
In Section 4 we establish a criterion (Theorem 4.1.4) that guarantees existence
and weak uniqueness of semistable limits over varieties whose irreducible compo-
nents are arranged in a combinatorially simple way.
In Section 5 we establish exactly when the criterion of the previous section is
fulfilled by curves. This is significantly easier than the higher-dimensional case, but
illustrates the essential behavior of the latter; in particular, the stability condition
in the higher-dimensional case behaves ‘in the limit’ as it does in the curve case.
In Section 6, we show that the criterion of Section 4 is fulfilled by varieties of
arbitrary dimension with ample or anti-ample canonical bundle.
1.4. Acknowledgments. I am deeply grateful to Ravi Vakil, my doctoral adviser,
who introduced me to the problem considered in this paper and gave me a great
deal of guidance in investigating it. (The case d = 2, n = 2 of Theorem 6.0.3
appeared as the main result in my 2012 Stanford Ph.D. thesis.)
I am also grateful to Lucia Caporaso, Jesse Kass, Martin Olsson, and Brian
Osserman for several helpful discussions, and to Brendan Hassett for the idea of
extending this work to K3 surfaces.
2. Nonseparatedness and twisting by components
In this section we explain how nonseparatedness of the relative Picard functor
arises over smooth one-parameter families of varieties.
Definition 2.0.1. A one-parameter family of varieties of dimension d is a morphism
X→ S with the following properties:
• S is a smooth proper curve over a field k;
• X→ S is a flat proper morphism of relative dimension d;
• the fibers of X→ S are connected, reduced varieties (possibly reducible).
A smooth one-parameter family is one whose total space is smooth over k.
For the rest of this section, let X → S be a smooth one-parameter family of
varieties of dimension d, let s ∈ S be a closed point, and let X denote the fiber of
the map X → S over the point s. Let X∗ = X\X , and suppose we are given a line
bundle L∗ on X∗.
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Over the family X→ S, the relative Picard functor classifies equivalence classes
of line bundles on X modulo tensoring by pullbacks of line bundles on S. (The latter
operation leaves unchanged the restriction of the line bundle to each of the fibers
of the family.) Therefore, to compactify the functor, we need to understand how
many different ways there are to extend L∗ to a line bundle on X, up to tensoring
by pullbacks of line bundles on S.
Since X is nonsingular, there is at least one such extension; call it L. All other
extensions can then be classified as follows. Let X1, . . . , Xn be the irreducible
components of X . For each i, OX(Xi) is a line bundle on X that is trivial when
restricted to X∗, so for any integers a1, . . . , an, the line bundle L ⊗ OX(
∑
aiXi)
again restricts to L∗ on X∗.
Conversely, any line bundle L′ on X such that L′|X∗ ∼= L∗ must differ from L by
a line bundle that is trivial on X∗, which means the Weil divisor corresponding to
the difference must be supported on X . Therefore L′ ∼= L ⊗OX(
∑
aiXi) for some
integers a1, . . . , an.
Moreover, two extensions L and L′ are equivalent modulo tensoring by pullbacks
of line bundles on S if and only if they differ by a multiple of OX(X) (which is the
pullback of OS(s)). Since OX(X)|X ∼= OX , this occurs if and only if L|X ∼= L′|X .
Therefore the line bundles on X that restrict to L∗ on X∗ are in bijection with the
integer linear combinations of the irreducible components of X , i.e., with Zn. And
the equivalence classes classified by the relative Picard functor—or, equivalently,
the ‘limit line bundles’ on X—are in bijection with the elements of the quotient
Zn/〈(1, . . . , 1)〉.
The crucial operation of tensoring by line bundles of the form OX(
∑
aiXi)|X
will be called ‘twisting’:
Definition 2.0.2. If L and L′ are line bundles on X such that
L ∼= L′ ⊗OX(
∑
aiXi)|X
for some a1, . . . , an ∈ Z, then we say L is a twist of L′.
(Note that the line bundle OX(Xi)|X is independent of the family X; cf. Observa-
tions 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.)
The question of how many extensions of L∗ on X (up to tensoring by pullbacks
of line bundles on S) are semistable thus reduces to the following:
Question 2.0.3. Given a line bundle L onX , how many twists of L are semistable?
This is the question that the results of Sections 4-6 answer.
3. The stability condition
In this section we propose a stability condition for line bundles on possibly
reducible varieties of arbitrary dimension. In Section 3.1 we give the definition in
its most general form. Then in Section 3.2, we specialize to the case of varieties
that appear as fibers in smooth one-parameter families. In Section 3.3 we prove
the identity that underlies the usefulness of the criterion in Section 4.
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3.1. Definition of semistability. Here and throughout this paper, a variety of
dimension d will be a connected, reduced, but not necessarily irreducible scheme
that has dimension d and is proper over a field k, and furthermore it will be assumed
to have simple normal crossings singularities (that is, each irreducible component
is smooth, and irreducible components intersect transversely). (Occasionally in
remarks we will consider more general classes of varieties.)
We start by defining the main ingredient in our stability condition.
Definition 3.1.1. Let X be a variety of dimension d, and let L be a line bundle
on X . For each union Y ⊂ X of irreducible components of X , let D = Y ∩X\Y ,
and let
(1) eY (L) = d!

χ(X,L) · 1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
[Ld+1−jDj−1Y ]− [LdX ] · χ(Y, L)

 .
Notation. The expressions [Ld+1−jDj−1Y ] and [LdX ] in (1) need some explana-
tion. In general, throughout this paper, quantities in square brackets represent
intersection numbers. Both within square brackets and outside them, we conflate
the notation for Weil divisors, Cartier divisors, line bundles, and their first Chern
classes wherever this can be done without ambiguity. For all of these objects, multi-
plication denotes the intersection product, and addition denotes addition of divisors
or tensor product of line bundles.
The intersection number [Ld+1−jDj−1Y ] in (1) should be interpreted as follows:
the Y in the brackets serves to indicate that the intersection product is computed
on Y . The L thus represents the restriction of the line bundle L to Y ; the D
represents the Weil divisor D on Y (which is also Cartier, thanks to the simple
normal crossings assumption), or equivalently the line bundle OY (D).
The term [LdX ] in (1) represents the degree of L on X . The X inside the
brackets serves to indicate that the intersection Ld is computed on X .
In Section 3.2 we’ll see that whenX is the special fiber in a smooth one-parameter
family (which is the situation in which the results of Sections 4-6 apply), these
intersection products can be written and interpreted in a more unified way.
Remark 3.1.2. Dividing the right-hand side of (1) through by d!χ(X,L)[LdX ]
produces a more symmetric-looking formula and does not substantially affect the
results in the rest of the paper, but we retain the version given because it turns out
to be slightly more convenient for calculations.
Remark 3.1.3. Definition 3.1.1 makes sense for somewhat more general varieties
X : all that is really required is that the irreducible components of X intersect
transversely and that the Weil divisor D = Y ∩X\Y be Q-Cartier on each Y . But
we won’t use this level of generality.
Remark 3.1.4. The key property of the formula defining eY (L) is that stated in
Proposition 3.3.1; however, the formula was originally obtained without reference
to such a property. Instead, its derivation was motivated by geometric invariant
theory, as follows.
In [3], Caporaso constructs a compactified Picard scheme for families of curves
by taking a GIT quotient of a Hilbert scheme; she identifies the GIT-semistable
points of the Hilbert scheme as precisely those corresponding to ‘balanced’ line
bundles (see Definition 3.1.9). This identification requires many technical results
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that cannot readily be generalized to higher-dimensional varieties. But part of it –
the fact that if a point of the Hilbert scheme is GIT-semistable, then the associated
line bundle is balanced (Proposition 3.1 in [3], based on work of Gieseker [7]) –
rests on arguments that, while given specifically for nodal curves, are not really
curve-specific.
We derived the formula for eY (L) heuristically by adapting these arguments
(ignoring many technical issues) to varieties of arbitrary dimension with simple
normal crossings singularities.
We define semistability of line bundles via the asymptotic behavior of the func-
tions eY :
Definition 3.1.5. Let X be a variety of dimension d, and let L and H be line
bundles on X . We say L is H−-semistable (resp. H+-semistable) if for every
sufficiently large positive integer m, eY (L+mH) ≤ 0 (resp. eY (L+mH) ≥ 0) for
every union of irreducible components Y ⊂ X .
Remark 3.1.6. If X is irreducible, every line bundle on X is trivially both H−-
and H+-semistable for any H .
Remark 3.1.7. In Section 6 we will work over varieties X for which ±KX is
positive in a suitable sense, and count K−X- or K
+
X -semistable line bundles. In
other situations, such as when X is a K3 surface (considered in [4]), it is useful to
consider H−- and H+-semistable line bundles for different choices of H .
Remark 3.1.8. Definition 3.1.5 generalizes the stability condition given in [3] for
line bundles over curves, which is as follows:
Definition 3.1.9. Let X be a nodal curve of (arithmetic) genus at least 2. A line
bundle L on X is balanced if for every union Y ⊂ X of irreducible components of
X ,
(2) dY ≥
dX
gX − 1
(
gY − 1 +
kY
2
)
−
kY
2
,
where dX is the degree of L on X , dY is the degree of L restricted to Y , gX is the
genus of X , gY is the genus of Y , and kY is the number of points in which Y meets
X\Y .
It is straightforward to verify that a line bundle L on a curve X of genus at least
2 is balanced if and only if it is K−X-semistable; the inequality (2) is equivalent to
the inequality eY (L) ≤ 0 when d = 1. (The number kY is precisely the degree of the
divisor D in Definition 3.1.1.) Furthermore, the asymptotic element of Definition
3.1.5 is actually superfluous when applied to line bundles on curves, whereas it is
essential when we consider varieties of dimension at least 2; see Remarks 5.0.5 and
6.1.8.
3.2. Varieties with smooth deformation. When the variety X is the special
fiber in a smooth one-parameter family, the intersection numbers appearing in
Definition 3.1.1 have a unified interpretation and satisfy some important relations,
which we explain here.
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Definition 3.2.1. Let X be a variety of dimension d. We say X has a smooth
deformation if there exists a smooth one-parameter family X → S of varieties of
dimension d in which one of the closed fibers is isomorphic to X .
Remark 3.2.2. The total space X in Definition 3.2.1 could be assumed to be merely
factorial (or even Q-factorial, if we keep track of denominators when calculating
intersection numbers) without affecting the discussion or results in the rest of the
paper.
If X is a variety that has a smooth deformation X→ S, there are two important
consequences:
Observation 3.2.3. Let Y ( X be a union of irreducible components of X ,
and let Z = X\Y . Let D = Y ∩ Z. Then Z is a Cartier divisor on X, and
OY (D) = OX(Z)|Y .
Observation 3.2.4. Since OX(Y + Z)|X = OX(X)|X ∼= OX , we have OX(Z)|X ∼=
(OX(Y )|X)∨. Equivalently, the normal bundles of D in Y and in Z are dual to
each other. Another interpretation of this fact: in the Chow ring of X, we have the
relations D = Y Z = −Y 2 = −Z2.
These observations allow us to reinterpret the intersection number [Ld+1−jDj−1Y ]
of (1) in a few different ways. The cycle [Dj−1] on Y can be written as a cycle on
X, namely [Zj−1Y ]. By Observation 3.2.4, in the Chow ring of X this is the same
as (−1)j[Y j−1Z], which equals the cycle (−1)j [Dj−1] computed on Z. Since this
cycle in the Chow ring of X is supported on X (in fact on D), it can be intersected
with L.
Therefore, for each j ≥ 2, the intersection number [Ld+1−jDj−1Y ] can be inter-
preted as an intersection number on Y (namely [Ld+1−jDj−1]) or on Z (namely
(−1)j[Ld+1−jDj−1]). If L happens to be the restriction to X of a line bundle L on
X, then it also equals (−1)j−1[Ld+1−jY j ].
All of these interpretations can be unified by writing the intersection number
[Ld+1−jDj−1Y ] as (−1)j−1[Ld+1−jY j ] (for j ≥ 2). In this notation, the factor Y j
can be interpreted as a cycle on X; in particular, the relations Y Z = −Y 2 = −Z2
hold. The terms [LdY ] and [LdX ] in (1) can similarly be interpreted in the Chow
ring of X, which motivates our notation.
(Note moreover that our observations imply that the line bundle OX(Y )|X is
independent of the choice of family X.)
Thus we can write eY (L) in the following form, which will be more convenient
to use than (1):
Proposition 3.2.5. Suppose X is a variety of dimension d that has a smooth
deformation. Let Y be a union of irreducible components of X, and let L be any
line bundle on X. Then
eY (L) = d!

χ(X,L) · 1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[Ld+1−jY j ]− [LdX ] · χ(Y, L)

 ,
where the intersection number [Ld+1−jY j ] is interpreted as above. Furthermore, if
L is the restriction of a line bundle L on X, then
eY (L) = d!
(
χ(X,L) ·
1
d+ 1
(
[Ld+1]− [(L − Y )d+1]
)
− [LdX ] · χ(Y, L)
)
.
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3.3. A fundamental identity. The following identity is at the heart of the results
of Sections 5 and 6:
Proposition 3.3.1. Let X be a variety of dimension d, let Y be a union of irre-
ducible components of X, let Z = X\Y denote the union of the irreducible compo-
nents not in Y , and let L be any line bundle on X. If X has a smooth deformation,
then eZ(L) = −eY (L+ Y ).
Remark 3.3.2. In fact X does not need to have a smooth deformation for this
identity to hold; it suffices that the normal bundles of D in Y and Z be dual to
each other, as in Observation 3.2.4 in Section 3.2. This happens if, for example, X
has a one-parameter deformation whose total space is merely Q-factorial.
Proof. By Proposition 3.2.5 above,
(3)
eZ(L) = d!

χ(X,L) · 1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[Ld+1−jZj ]− [LdX ] · χ(Z,L)

 .
First we deal with the series in this expression. By the discussion in Section 3.2,
[Ld+1−jZj ] = (−1)j[Ld+1−jY j ]
for each j ≥ 2, and for the j = 1 term we have [LdZ] = [LdX ]− [LdY ], so
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[Ld+1−jZj] = [LdX ]−
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
[Ld+1−jY j ].
Making the substitution Ld+1−j = ((L + Y ) − Y )d+1−j , expanding the binomial
power, and rearranging the resulting series, we obtain
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[Ld+1−jZj ] = [LdX ]
−
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
k=1
(
d+ 1
k
)
(−1)k−1[(L+ Y )d+1−kY k].(4)
Next we deal with the Euler characteristic term in (3). Let D = Y ∩ Z; then
χ(Z,L) = χ(X,L) + χ(D,L)− χ(Y, L)
= χ(X,L)− χ(Y, L+ Y ).(5)
The first line follows from the exact sequence
0→ L→ L|Y ⊕ L|Z → L|D → 0
of sheaves on X . The second line follows from the exact sequence
0→ OY (−D)→ OY → OD → 0
of sheaves on Y .
Substituting (4) and (5) into (3) produces the identity eZ(L) = −eY (L+Y ). 
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Remark 3.3.3. If L is the restriction to X of a line bundle L on X, then the result
of (4) can be obtained more cleanly using intersections on X:
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[Ld+1−jZj] = [Ld+1]− [(L − Z)d+1]
= [(L)d+1]− [(L+ Y −X)d+1]
= [(L)d+1]− ([(L + Y )d+1]− [LdX ]).
In the final step we use the fact that for j ≥ 2, [Ld+1−jXj] = 0 (since X2 represents
the line bundle OX(X)|X , which is trivial).
4. A criterion for existence and uniqueness of semistable twists
In this section we state and prove an essentially combinatorial result, Theorem
4.1.4, which will allow us in Sections 5 and 6 to deduce from Proposition 3.3.1 that
line bundles on certain varieties have (generically) unique semistable twists.
4.1. Definitions and observations. Let X be a variety of dimension d, Y a
union of irreducible components of X , and L a line bundle on X . Observe that
the function eY (L + bY ) is a polynomial (of degree at most d) in b, so it makes
sense to consider the real solutions, rather than only the integer solutions, of the
inequalities governing the semistability of L+ bY .
Definition 4.1.1. Let X be a variety that has a smooth deformation, let H be a
line bundle on X , let Y ⊂ X be a union of irreducible components of X , and let
Z = X\Y . We say the pair (X,Y ) is H−-twistable if for any line bundle L, the set
of real numbers b ∈ R such that eY (L+mH + bY ) ≤ 0 and eZ(L+mH + bY ) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large positive integer m is a unit interval containing at least
one of its endpoints.
We say the pair (X,Y ) is H+-twistable if for any line bundle L, the set of real
numbers b ∈ R such that eY (L +mH + bY ) ≥ 0 and eZ(L +mH + bY ) ≥ 0 for
every sufficiently large positive integer m is a unit interval containing at least one
of its endpoints.
The fact that the real solutions of this system of inequalities constitute a unit
interval containing at least one of its endpoints means that either there is a unique
integer solution, or there are exactly two (which occurs if and only if the interval is
closed and its endpoints are integers). In particular, for varieties with exactly two
irreducible components, it immediately implies the desired result:
Observation 4.1.2. Let X be a variety that has a smooth deformation, and sup-
pose X has exactly two irreducible components, Y and Z. If the pair (X,Y ) is
H−-twistable (resp. H+-twistable), then any line bundle L on X has either a
unique H−-semistable (resp. H+-semistable) twist, or exactly two.
Observation 4.1.2 can be generalized to any variety in which the irreducible
components can be dealt with two at a time:
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Definition 4.1.3. Let X be a variety. We define the dual graph of X to be the
graph ΓX whose vertices are the irreducible components of X , and in which there is
an edge between two vertices if and only if the corresponding irreducible components
of X have nonempty intersection.
Theorem 4.1.4. Let X be a variety that has a smooth deformation, and assume
that its dual graph ΓX is a tree. Let H be a line bundle on X. Suppose that for every
union of irreducible components Y ⊂ X such that both Y and X\Y are connected,
the pair (X,Y ) is H−-twistable (resp. H+-twistable). Then any line bundle L on
X has at least one H−-semistable (resp. H+-semistable) twist, and at most 2n−1,
where n is the number of irreducible components of X.
Remark 4.1.5. When X is a nodal curve, the dual graph of X as defined here is
the result of collapsing all multiple edges in the dual graph of X as it is ordinarily
defined. In particular, the curves to which Theorem 4.1.4 applies are those of
pseudo-compact type, in the terminology of [13].
Remark 4.1.6. The dichotomy imposed by the unit interval of Definition 4.1.1—
unique semistable twists in the general case versus exactly two in special cases—
mirrors the phenomenon of stability versus strict semistability in geometric invari-
ant theory. Let us explore this briefly.
By analogy with GIT, we may say a semistable line bundle L on a variety X is
stable if no nontrivial twist of it is semistable (that is, if, when L is the limit of a
family of line bundles, it is the only limit), and strictly semistable otherwise. Then,
under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.4, the semistable twists of a line bundle L
will be strictly semistable (that is, there will be more than one of them) if and only
if for some Y , the unit interval of Definition 4.1.1 contains exactly two integers.
See Remarks 5.0.6 and 6.1.7 for precise conditions on when this happens.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 4.1.4. We now prove Theorem 4.1.4 for varieties X such
that each pair (X,Y ) with both Y and X\Y connected is H−-twistable. (The
proof of the H+-twistable version is identical.) The proof requires the following
two lemmas:
Lemma 4.2.1. Let X be a variety that has a smooth deformation. Let X have
irreducible components X1, . . . , Xn, let Y be some union of the irreducible compo-
nents of X, and let Z = X\Y . Let J = {i : Xi ∩ Y 6= ∅ and Xi ∩Z 6= ∅}. Then for
any line bundle L on X and any a1, . . . , an ∈ Z, we have
eY (L+
n∑
i=1
aiXi) = eY (L+
∑
i∈J
aiXi).
Proof of Lemma 4.2.1. It suffices to show that for any line bundle L on X , if i /∈ J ,
then eY (L+Xi) = eY (L).
If Xi ∩ Y = ∅, the desired conclusion is obvious from the fact that
[(L+Xi)
jY d+1−j ] = [LjY d+1−j]
for any j ≤ d.
If Xi ∩ Z = ∅, then by Proposition 3.3.1, eY (L +Xi) = −eZ(L +Xi + Z). By
the previous argument applied to Z, the right-hand side of this equals −eZ(L+Z),
which by a second application of Proposition 3.3.1 equals eY (L). 
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Lemma 4.2.2. LetX be a variety that has a smooth deformation. Suppose eY (L) ≤
0 for every union of irreducible components Y such that both Y and Z = X\Y are
connected. Then eY (L) ≤ 0 for every union of irreducible components Y .
Proof of Lemma 4.2.2. First observe that if Y is an arbitrary union of irreducible
components of X , with connected components Y1, . . . , Yr, then eY (L) = eY1(L) +
. . .+eYr(L). Therefore it suffices to prove that eY (L) ≤ 0 for every connected union
of irreducible components Y .
So let Y be a connected union of irreducible components of X , and let Z = X\Y
have connected components Z1, . . . , Zr. Note that for each i, Wi := X\Zi is con-
nected (because Wi contains Y , which intersects Z1, . . . , Zr since X is connected).
Therefore the hypothesis of the lemma tells us that eWi(L) ≤ 0 for every i. Using
Proposition 3.3.1 and Lemma 4.2.1, we have
eY (L) = −eZ(L+ Z)
= −eZ1(L+ Z)− . . .− eZr(L+ Z)
= −eZ1(L+ Z1)− . . .− eZr(L + Zr)
= eW1(L) + . . .+ eWr (L)
≤ 0.

Now let X and H be as in the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1.4, and let L be a line
bundle on X . We prove the theorem by first giving a recursive algorithm for finding
a solution to the system of inequalities defining H−-semistability for twists of L,
and then verifying that any solution arises from this algorithm.
In the proof, we will conflate the notation for an irreducible component of X
and the corresponding vertex of ΓX , and more generally for a union of irreducible
components of X and the corresponding subgraph of ΓX . Note also that we do
not fix a numbering of the irreducible components of X to start with; instead, the
algorithm will assign a numbering to them.
Here is the algorithm.
Step 1. Let X1 be any vertex of ΓX . Let a1 = 0.
Step 2. Let X2 be any vertex of ΓX adjacent to X1. If we remove the edge
(X1, X2) from ΓX , the resulting graph has two connected components; let Y2 be
the connected component containing X1, Z2 the connected component of X2 (so
Z2 = X\Y2). Since (X,Y2) is H−-twistable, we can find an integer a2 such that
eY2(L+mH + a2X2) ≤ 0
eZ2(L+mH + a2X2) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m.
Step i+1. Assume that in Steps 1 through i we have accomplished the following:
• We have chosen distinct irreducible components X1, . . . , Xi of X such that
for each j ∈ {2, . . . , i}, Xj is adjacent to Xkj for some kj < j. (Note that
kj is necessarily unique since ΓX is a tree.)
• For each j ∈ {2, . . . , i}, if we remove the edge (Xj , Xkj ) from ΓX , the result-
ing graph has two connected components; we let Yj denote the connected
component of Xkj , Zj the connected component of Xj .
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• We have found integers a2, . . . , ai such that for each j ∈ {2, . . . , i},
eYj(L +mH + a2X2 + . . .+ aiXi) ≤ 0
and eZj (L +mH + a2X2 + . . .+ aiXi) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m.
Now choose Xi+1 to be any vertex adjacent to one of X1, . . . , Xi (but not equal
to any of them). Let k be the unique element of {1, . . . , i} such that Xi+1 and Xk
are adjacent. Let Yi+1 and Zi+1 denote the connected components of Xk and Xi+1
respectively in the graph obtained by deleting the edge (Xi+1, Xk).
Since (X,Yi+1) is H
−-twistable, we can find an integer ai+1 such that
eYi+1(L+ akXk +mH + ai+1Xi+1) ≤ 0
and eZi+1(L+ akXk +mH + ai+1Xi+1) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m. Since Xi+1 is not adjacent to Xj for any j ≤ i except
j = k, we have
eYi+1(L +mH + a2X2 + . . .+ ai+1Xi+1) ≤ 0
and eZi+1(L +mH + a2X2 + . . .+ ai+1Xi+1) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m. Also, for each j ≤ i, we know that the only vertices
adjacent to both Yj and Zj are Xj and Xkj ; in particular, Xi+1 is not. So for each
j ≤ i,
eYj (L+mH + a2X2 + . . .+ ai+1Xi+1) = eYj (L +mH + a2X2 + . . .+ aiXi) ≤ 0
and eZj (L+mH + a2X2 + . . .+ ai+1Xi+1) = eZj (L+mH + a2X2 + . . .+ aiXi) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m.
We claim that after Step n, the numbering X1, . . . , Xn of the vertices of ΓX
and the integers a2, . . . , an produced by the algorithm have the following property:
for every union of irreducible components Y such that both Y and Z = X\Y are
connected,
eY (L+mH +
n∑
i=2
aiXi) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m. Indeed, for each such Y , there is a unique edge
(Xk, Xk′) between Y and Z. We may assume Xk ⊂ Z and k > k′. Then in Step k
of the algorithm, k′ must have been the unique integer less than k such that there
was an edge from Xk to Xk′ . So Y = Yk and Z = Zk.
Note also that in Step 2 there are at most two choices for the integer a2; in Step
3, given a2, there are at most two choices for a3; and so on. Therefore the algorithm
produces at most 2n−1 semistable twists of L.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1.4, we verify that every semistable twist of
L equals one produced by the algorithm. Suppose b1, . . . , bn are integers such that
L+
∑n
i=1 biXi is H
−-semistable. Since
n∑
i=1
biXi ∼=
n∑
i=2
(bi − b1)Xi,
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this implies that, for every union of irreducible components Y such that both Y
and Z = X\Y are connected,
eY (L +mH +
n∑
i=2
(bi − b1)Xi) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m. Therefore, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n},
eYj (L+mH +
n∑
i=2
(bi − b1)Xi) ≤ 0
and eZj (L+mH +
n∑
i=2
(bi − b1)Xi) ≤ 0
for every sufficiently large m. Taking j = 2 and removing the terms of the sum
corresponding to irreducible components that intersect neither Y2 nor Z2, we find
that b2− b1 must equal one of the (at most two) possible values of a2 found in Step
2 of the algorithm. Similarly, taking j = 3 and removing extraneous terms from
the sum, we find that b3−b1 must equal one of the at most two possible values that
a3 can have (given that a2 = b2 − b1). Continuing in this way, we conclude that
L +
∑n
i=2(bi − b1)Xi (which is isomorphic to L +
∑n
i=1 biXi) is one of the twists
produced by the algorithm.
5. Curves
In this section we prove the following theorem for curves, as a warm-up to the
higher-dimensional case. This is essentially a rephrasing of results of [3].
Theorem 5.0.1. Let X be a curve of arithmetic genus gX , and let Y be any union
of irreducible components of X. If gX ≥ 2, then (X,Y ) is K
−
X-twistable. If gX = 0,
then (X,Y ) is K+X-twistable. If gX = 1, then (X,Y ) is neither H
−-twistable nor
H+-twistable, for any H.
Remark 5.0.2. Any nodal curve has a smooth deformation (alternatively, the
criterion of Remark 3.3.2 holds trivially for curves), so Proposition 3.3.1 applies
automatically.
We start with some general observations. Let X and Y be as in Theorem 5.0.1,
let Z = X\Y , and let H and L be arbitrary line bundles on X . To check whether
(X,Y ) is H−- or H+-twistable, we need to understand when the functions eY (L+
mH+bY ) and eZ(L+mH+bY ) have the same sign. So we calculate them explicitly:
letting gY denote the genus of Y , we have
eY (L+mH + bY ) = Ab+Bm+ C
where
A = [Y 2](−gX + 1),
B = [HY ](−gX + 1) + [HX ](gY − 1−
1
2
[Y 2]),
C = [LY ](−gX + 1) + [LX ](gY − 1)−
1
2
[Y 2]([LX ]− gX + 1).
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This is a linear function of b, so for each fixed m we have the following three
possibilities:
• Case (i): A > 0. In this case, let tm = −
Bm+C
A
. By Proposition 3.3.1,
eZ(L+mH + bY ) = −eY (L+mH + (b+ 1)Y ), so if b ∈ [tm − 1, tm], then
eY (L+mH+ bY ) ≤ 0 and eZ(L+mH+ bY ) ≤ 0. For all other values of b,
eY (L+mH+ bY ) and eZ(L+mH+ bY ) have opposite signs; in particular,
they are never simultaneously positive.
• Case (ii): A = 0. In this case, both eY and eZ are constant with respect to
b.
• Case (iii): A < 0. In this case, again let tm = −
Bm+C
A
. Then Proposition
3.3.1 implies that if b ∈ [tm − 1, tm], then eY (L + mH + bY ) ≥ 0 and
eZ(L + mH + bY ) ≥ 0. For all other values of b, eY (L + mH + bY )
and eZ(L + mH + bY ) have opposite signs; in particular, they are never
simultaneously negative.
Observation 5.0.3. Since −[Y 2] = [Y Z] is the number of points in which Y
intersects Z, we have [Y 2] < 0. Therefore Case (i) occurs when gX ≥ 2, Case (ii)
when gX = 1, and Case (iii) when gX = 0. Note that which case occurs does not
depend on L, H , m, or Y , only on X . (By contrast, the analogous case breakdown
for higher-dimensional varieties depend on all four of these inputs as well as on X .)
Observation 5.0.4. A pair (X,Y ) is H−-twistable (resp. H+-twistable) if and
only if Case (i) (resp. Case (iii)) occurs and limm→∞ tm is finite. The latter occurs
if and only if B = 0 (in which case tm = −
C
A
for every m), and whether B = 0
depends only on H .
Remark 5.0.5. In particular, if gX ≥ 2 or gX = 0, then depending on H , either
of two possibilities may occur. If B = 0 for every Y , then a given line bundle L
is H−-semistable if and only if L is balanced in the sense of [3] (Definition 3.1.9).
If B 6= 0 for some Y , then no line bundle is H−-semistable. (Similar statements
hold for H+-semistability.) This says that for curves, the line bundle H contributes
nothing to the question of semistability.
The conclusions of Theorem 5.0.1 follow from Observations 5.0.3 and 5.0.4 to-
gether with the easy calculation that if H = KX , then B = 0 for any Y .
Remark 5.0.6. This proof shows that for curves of genus not equal to 1, the unit
interval of Definition 4.1.1 contains two integers if and only if −C
A
is an integer.
6. Varieties of arbitrary dimension
In this section we prove the following:
Theorem 6.0.1. Let X be a variety of dimension d that has a smooth deforma-
tion, and let Y be a union of irreducible components of X. Let KX denote the
canonical bundle of X. If [KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] < 0, then (X,Y ) is K−X-twistable.
If [KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] > 0, then (X,Y ) is K+X-twistable.
Remark 6.0.2. For example, the quantity [KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] is negative when-
everKX is ample, and positive wheneverK
∨
X is ample. This is not the only situation
of interest, of course; for instance, if X is the special fiber in a blowup as described
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in Section 1.2, then the restriction of KX to the ‘exceptional components’ of X
may be trivial, yet the hypotheses of Theorem 6.0.1 may still hold for the values of
Y required for the application of Theorem 4.1.4.
Applying Theorem 6.0.1 to Theorem 4.1.4 yields the following answer to Question
2.0.3:
Theorem 6.0.3. Let X be a variety of dimension d that has a smooth deformation,
and assume that its dual graph ΓX is a tree. Let KX denote the canonical bundle of
X. Suppose that for every union of irreducible components Y ⊂ X such that both
Y and X\Y are connected, we have
[KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] < 0 (resp. [KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] > 0).
Then any line bundle L on X has at least one K−X-semistable (resp. K
+
X-semistable)
twist, and at most 2n−1, where n is the number of irreducible components of X.
6.1. Proof of Theorem 6.0.1. The proof of Theorem 6.0.1 rests on the following
observations, which will be proved in Section 6.2. First, let H be any line bundle
on X . Let us write
eY (L +mH + aY ) = A˜d(m)a
d + A˜d−1(m)a
d−1 + . . .+ A˜1(m)a+ A˜0(m),
where for each i, A˜i(m) is a polynomial in m. For each m, let r1(m), . . . , rdm(m)
denote the roots of eY (L + mH + aY ) (viewed as a polynomial in a, of degree
dm ≤ d), counted with multiplicity; we fix this numbering of the roots for the rest
of this section.
Lemma 6.1.1. For each i, A˜i(m) has degree at most 2d− 1− i in m.
If we take H = KX , then a direct calculation shows that more is true:
Lemma 6.1.2. When H = KX, we have deg A˜0(m) ≤ 2d − 2. Furthermore, if
H = KX and [K
d
X ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] 6= 0, we have deg A˜1(m) ≥ 2d− 2.
Motivated by these lemmas, let us set pm(a) =
1
m2d−2
eY (L +mH + aY ) (this
of course has the same roots as eY (L+mH + aY )), and let Ai(m) =
1
m2d−2
A˜i(m)
for each i. Let Ai = limm→∞Ai(m). By Lemma 6.1.1, Ai = 0 for each i ≥ 2.
Moreover, if H = KX and [K
d
X ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] 6= 0, then by Lemma 6.1.2, A0 is
finite and A1 6= 0. In this situation, let p(a) = A1a+A0, and let s = −
A0
A1
.
The linear polynomial p(a) plays the same role as the linear polynomial Ab+C of
Section 5. Roughly speaking, for largem, pm(a) will behave like p(a): there will be a
unit interval comprising the simultaneous solutions to pm(a) ≤ 0 and pm(a+1) ≥ 0
(which are precisely the simultaneous solutions to eY (L + mH + aY ) ≤ 0 and
eZ(L+mH+ aY ) ≤ 0, because of Proposition 3.3.1), and as m grows the sequence
of unit intervals will converge. We can detect this behavior in the fact that there
is essentially a unique sequence of roots of the polynomials pm(a) converging to s,
while all the other roots grow unboundedly with m.
Lemmas 6.1.3-6.1.6 make these remarks precise. For all of them, we use the
notation above, taking H = KX and assuming [K
d
X ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] 6= 0.
Lemma 6.1.3. The polynomials pm(a) converge uniformly to p(a) on bounded
subsets of R.
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Lemma 6.1.4. There exists a sequence (im) such that limm→∞ rim(m) = s.
Lemma 6.1.5. If (im) is as in Lemma 6.1.4, then either rim(m) ≥ s for all
sufficiently large m or rim(m) ≤ s for all sufficiently large m.
Lemma 6.1.6. For any M > 0, there exists N > 0 such that for any m > N ,
there is at most one j ∈ {1, . . . , dm} such that rj(m) ∈ [−M,M ].
Proof of Theorem 6.0.1. Suppose [KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] < 0. Then by the calcula-
tions in the proof of Lemma 6.1.2, we have A1 > 0. Let (im) be as in Lemma 6.1.4,
and for each m let sm = rim(m). Let
I = {a ∈ R : pm(a) ≤ 0, pm(a+ 1) ≥ 0 for all sufficiently large m}.
I is precisely the set which we would like to prove is a unit interval containing at
least one of its endpoints. (This is because for any a ∈ R, pm(a) has the same sign
as eY (L+mKX+aY ), and pm(a+1) has the same sign as eY (L+mKX+(a+1)Y ),
which equals −eZ(L+mKX + aY ) by Proposition 3.3.1.)
From Lemma 6.1.3, Lemma 6.1.6, and the fact that A1 > 0, we have that for
every sufficiently large m, pm(a) has exactly one root in (s− 1, s+ 1), namely sm;
pm(a) < 0 for every a ∈ (s− 1, sm), and pm(a) > 0 for every a ∈ (sm, s+ 1). Since
lim sm = s, this implies that for each a ∈ (s − 1, s), pm(a) < 0 and pm(a+ 1) > 0
for every sufficiently large m.
Furthermore, for each a /∈ [s−1, s], Lemma 6.1.3 implies that for every sufficiently
large m, pm(a) and pm(a + 1) are either both strictly positive or both strictly
negative, since the same is true for p(a) and p(a+ 1).
Therefore (s− 1, s) ⊂ I ⊂ [s− 1, s]. It remains to check that I contains at least
one of its endpoints. By Lemma 6.1.5, one of the following cases must occur:
• Case 1: sm ≥ s for all sufficiently large m, and there are infinitely many m
such that sm 6= s. Then I = (s− 1, s].
• Case 2: sm ≤ s for all sufficiently large m, and there are infinitely many m
such that sm 6= s. Then I = [s− 1, s).
• Case 3: sm = s for all sufficiently large m. Then I = [s− 1, s].
When [KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2] > 0, the proof is identical except that in that case
A1 < 0. 
Remark 6.1.7. This proof shows that the unit interval of Definition 4.1.1 contains
two integers (so we have ‘strict semistability’) if and only if Case 3 occurs and s ∈ Z.
Remark 6.1.8. In Remark 5.0.5 we observed that for curves the line bundle H
plays no real role. This is in contrast to the higher-dimensional case. Suppose, in
the situation of Theorem 6.0.1, that eY (L) ≤ 0 iff eY (L + KX) ≤ 0; that is, the
sign of pm(a) is constant with respect to m. Then, since the pm converge to the
linear polynomial p, each pm must also be linear, with the same root as p; that is,
A2(m), . . . , Ad(m) are identically zero.
This is not always the case, however; for example, when d = 2 and H = KX ,
A˜2(m) = −[Y
3][K2X ]m− [Y
3][LKX ] + 2[Y
3]χ(X,OX),
and this cannot be identically zero unless [Y 3] = 0 or [K2X ] = 0.
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6.2. Proofs of Lemmas 6.1.1-6.1.6.
Proof of Lemma 6.1.1. Let
qX(L+mH) = d!χ(X,L+mH)− [(L+mH)
dX ],
qY (L+mH + aY ) = d!χ(Y, L+mH + aY )− [(L+mH + aY )
dY ];
these are both polynomials of degree d− 1 in their arguments. By definition,
eY (L+mH + aY ) = [(L+mH)
dX ] ·
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=2
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[(L+mH + aY )d+1−jY j ]
+ qX(L+mH) ·
1
d+ 1
d+1∑
j=1
(
d+ 1
j
)
(−1)j−1[(L +mH + aY )d+1−jY j ]
− [(L +mH)dX ] · qY (L+mH + aY ).
In the first and third summands (resp. the second summand), the first factor has
degree at most d (resp. d− 1) in m, while in the second factor the coefficient of ai
has degree at most d− 1− i (resp. d− i) in m. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1.2. By the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula, for any line bun-
dle H , we have
d!χ(X,L+mH) = [(L +mH)dX ]−
d
2
[(L +mH)d−1KX ] + ǫX(m),
d!χ(Y, L+mH + aY ) = [(L +mH + aY )dY ]−
d
2
[(L+mH + aY )d−1KY ] + ǫY (m),
where ǫX(m) and ǫY (m) are polynomials of degree at most d − 2 in m. If we
substitute these expressions into eY (L + mH + aY ), we see that in A˜1(m), the
coefficient of m2d−2 is
[HdX ]
(
−
d
2
(d− 1)[Hd−2Y 3] +
d
2
(d− 1)[Hd−2Y KY ]
)
−
d
2
[Hd−1KX ] · d[H
d−1Y 2],
while in A˜0(m), the coefficient of m
2d−1 is
[HdX ]
(
−
d
2
[Hd−1Y 2] +
d
2
[Hd−1KY ]
)
−
d
2
[Hd−1KX ][H
dY ].
If we take H = KX and simplify using the formula KX |Y = KY −Y 2, we find that
the coefficient of m2d−2 in A˜1(m) is
−
d
2
[KdX ][(KX |Y )
d−1Y 2],
while the coefficient of m2d−1 in A˜0(m) is 0. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1.3. Fix any M ≥ 1 and any ǫ > 0. Choose N such that
|Ai(m)−Ai| <
ǫ
(d+ 1)
M−d
for every m > N and every i; then for any a ∈ [−M,M ], |pm(a) − p(a)| < ǫ.
Therefore pm(a) converges uniformly to p(a) on [−M,M ]. 
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Proof of Lemma 6.1.4. Fix any M > 2|s| and any ǫ > 0. Let N be such that
|pm(a)− p(a)| < ǫ · |A1|
for any m > N and any a ∈ [−M,M ]. Then whenever a ∈ [−M,M ] and m > N ,
pm(a) has one sign (negative if A1 > 0, positive if A1 < 0) if a − s ≥ ǫ, and the
opposite sign (positive if A1 > 0, negative if A1 < 0) if s− a ≥ ǫ. Therefore pm has
a root in (s− ǫ, s+ ǫ). 
Proof of Lemma 6.1.5. First note that either pm(s) > 0 for all sufficiently large m,
pm(s) < 0 for all sufficiently large m, or pm(s) = 0 for all m. This is because
pm(s) = m
2−2d · q(m) where q(m) is a polynomial in m, and we must have either
limm→∞ q(m) = ±∞ or q(m) = 0 for all m.
Now observe that the derivative p′m(a) converges uniformly to p
′(a) = A1 on
bounded subsets of R. In particular, for all sufficiently large m, we have
|p′m(a)−A1| <
1
2
|A1|
for every a ∈ (s− 1, s+ 1).
Therefore:
• If limm→∞ q(m) = ∞ and A1 > 0, then for every sufficiently large m,
pm(s) > 0 and p
′
m(a) > 0 for all a ∈ (s− 1, s+ 1), so rim(m) < s.
• If limm→∞ q(m) = ∞ and A1 < 0, then for every sufficiently large m,
pm(s) > 0 and p
′
m(a) < 0 for all a ∈ (s− 1, s+ 1), so rim(m) > s.
• If limm→∞ q(m) = −∞ and A1 > 0, then for every sufficiently large m,
pm(s) < 0 and p
′
m(a) > 0 for all a ∈ (s− 1, s+ 1), so rim(m) > s.
• If limm→∞ q(m) = −∞ and A1 < 0, then for every sufficiently large m,
pm(s) < 0 and p
′
m(a) < 0 for all a ∈ (s− 1, s+ 1), so rim(m) < s.
• If q(m) = 0 for every m, then for every sufficiently large m, rim(m) = s.

Proof of Lemma 6.1.6. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that for each k ∈ N
we can find mk > k such that there are distinct j, j
′ such that tk := rj(mk) and
uk := rj′ (mk) are both in [−M,M ]. We may assume that (mk) is an increasing
sequence. For each k, we have
pmk(a) = (a− tk)(a− uk)qk(a),
where
qk(a) = Bd−2(k)a
d−2 + . . .+B1(k)a+B0(k)
for some polynomials B0(k), . . . , Bd−2(k). Expanding, and equating coefficients of
a, we find that
Ad(mk) = Bd−2(k),
Ad−1(mk) = Bd−3(k)− (tk + uk)Bd−2(k),
Ai(mk) = Bi−2(k)− (tk + uk)Bi−1(k) + tkukBi(k) for each i ∈ {2, . . . , d− 2},
A1(mk) = −(tk + uk)B0(k) + tkukB1(k),
A0(mk) = tkukB0(k).
Since the sequences (tk) and (uk) are bounded, and since limm→∞Ai(m) = 0 for
every i ≥ 2, starting from the top line and working our way down we deduce that
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limk→∞Bi(k) = 0 for every i. But this contradicts the fact that limm→∞A1(m) 6=
0.

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